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Subject: Re: your tape

Body:

Sue's imprimatur is especially gratifying, and you may tell her I said so!  I'm glad the tape provided some 

measure of enjoyment for you (and it'll do Grace no harm, either!).  I was listening to Steve Earle again on my 

morning Starbucks run for Carolyn earlier today... that "Goodbye" is a dangerous tune...If Rochester is going 

well, our friend Doug is happy, so there are two counts for relief in one piece of news there.  It will be fun to 

hear his version/recounting of the trip!Speaking of trips, Carolyn has reluctantly -- and with some degree of 

suspicion -- OK'd my trip back to D.C. for the week of 11/17-11/21.  So I'll be e-mailing Tracy shortly, re: travel 

details.I hope the visa thing works out for Bob and he gets some closure, one way or another, out of Hyung 

Sook's (sp.?) trip.  Laura is probably right about long-term prospects on this one, but, either way, a trip might 

help sort it out which would be a good thing.Keep in touch, bro.  To:	Joseph Freeman/ARRBcc:	 From:	Kevin 

Tiernan/ARRB   Date:	11/05/97 04:46:24 PMSubject:	your tapeJoe,I forgot to tell you that we listened to your 

tape (I had given it a run on my walkman already!) in the car on Sunday afternoon.  Sue kept saying, "I love this 

song".  It occurred to me that I hadn't composed my list (I'm not sure I even remember every track now) with 

the idea of a compilation tape in mind, and I don't think my list would translate that well to such a format.  

Yours stood up quite well.  Bob called Jim Moran's office, and they had a guy who is assigned to handle this 

very issue.  Bob has his fingers crossed.Nothing much else other than that the reports from Rochester are the 

work is rather impressive.  We haven't heard anything specific yet.  Jeremy is going to go there 

tomorrow.Kevin  
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